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Students Help
Urged for Fund
Community Fund Drive for
$3,500,000 Goal
At the ]a5t general com·ocation Rev.
Edward J. Bracken, S. }., asked all Carroll men to give at lea t one dollar this
year to the Cleveland Community Fund.
Father Bracken also requested that the
student rlonations be made direct to the
Fund Headquarters and not through the
University, as was the case in former
years.
This year the Campaign typifies the
-partnership between federal unemployment relief and private philanthropy. An
already overburdened govcmment through
its emergency relief organization can supply only the stark means of existence.
As "man cannot live by bread alone,"
the regular load of those vital protective
atld constructive needs, such as hospitals,
home for the aged, settlements, care oi
dependent children, and similar serv1ces.
·which are civic responsibilities, continue
to be met through the Community Fund.
The maintenance of these essential commqnity services is an objective which the
Carroll students heartily support.
Campaign Nov. 19-27
The 1934 campaign to be held from
_ O\'ember 19 to 27 has assumed more im'flOrtance since the defeat of the 4.5 mill
lev-y for poor relief at the last election.
A government already overburdened due
to the great numbers needing relief can
supply only the bare necessities of life.
.\!though tbis year's expenditure is estimated near $4,000,000, the goal has
been ,;et at $3,500.000 to make the task
uwn: within tlw reach u£ the workt·r~.
Even this y<'ar\ total is an 18'·~ m.;:rea~e
over the $2.900,000 n:ceived 1<1·t year. A
portion of this increase will he passed to
the Schools Division and it is for this
reason that Father Bracken has asked
each Carroll student to give at least one
dollar to the Fund.
Holds Exposition
Many students in the John Carron
School of Social Sciences will be interested in the Community Fund Exposition Nov. 14-21, which will be a feature
of the Fund's 16th Annual Campaign.
For eight days the Exposition. will be
held at the Euclid 13 Street Garage Annex, covering 64,000 square feet o[ space
on Lhree floors. It is the plan of the 100
welfare agencies of the Community Fund
to show the Clevelanders just how their
dollars are· pt1t to work helping the sick,
the handicapped and the needy.
One entire floor will be de,·oted to a
medical exhibit, demonstrating the method· of Cle eland's city hospitals, where
premedical student~ may see such educational eYents as the procedure used m a
blood transfusion.

Fros~~~:::;riday Senior
Victory, Owens and McLaughlin
Are Chairmen
The second of the series of entertainments v;hich arc being sponsored this
year by the John Carroll Union will be
held in the Gymnasium Friday evening,
Xovember 16. The committee for this
affair is composed entirely of Freslunan
who are working under the direction of
the Univer ity Union.
Three committees, under the direction
of the three Fre>hman captains, Joseph
Owens, Donald :McLoughlin, and Thomas
Victory. ha,•e been planning this affair
for the last few weeks and have arranged
all the details of decorations, and entertainment. The entertainment will be fur·
nished entirely by the Freshman class.
A Freshman quartet, all of whose members belong to the John Carroll Glee
Club, will render several selections during the course of the evenings entertainment.
At the first Union party which was
held in the Gym one month ago more
than a hundred couples attended. This
party was given in honor of the Freshman by a committee of upper-classmen.
The Frosh are now reciprocating and
hope to surpass the attendance of the
pa t a/Yair.
The Gym will be completely decorated
in the gold and blue of the Uniyersity.
The services of the newly organized student dance orchestra have been produced.
Ed _·\\'cllone will diret:t.
Students attending the entertainment
arc :c·l<ed
park their cars in the yard
<1\ the rear 61 the t,;ym. The cumnlh:tce
has arran~ed to have the cars guarded
and hopes the ·tudcnts will cooperate
with them,

Dance- Nov. 29

Hostess -- Chairman

Miss CathcTim: Burke, a sel/ior at Notre Dame col/ega, will be one of the hostesses
/l>r the Se11ior Football Da11ce on Thallksgi'l.•illg (!'I}CIIing. StePhen Culey captain of
this year's Blui.' Streaks is honorar}• chairmcm of the affail', .Uiss Bm·ke 'Will be
esc·orled by La~,·reare K ipt>, chairman of the C0111111ittee.

Federal Relief
4C's Union Holds
Assists Students
Semester Meeting

to

Glee ·club Sings
Sltnday, Nov. 25th

Plain Dealer Plans Charity Game

Medical Aptitude
Tests to beHeld

··r

Fifteen Seniors
Merit Awards
Hotel Oeveland and Rhythm
Club Orchestra Chosen

The Federal Emergency Relief AdConHnunif>m was selected as the topic
ministration, that br'\nch of the New
)e-;;.~ ;J,kh h&sl}lf•
.,.. ~)~'hi to over of di~cussion for their a.unua 1 S}'lllp<:Jsium
100,000 American students in colleges by the memhers of the elltLativt: ~.onunit·
here, has is5tted recently the methods by tee of the Cleveland Catholic Collegiate
which the _tudents thus aided and the Counc11, at their semester meeting at John
faculty men of the colleges concerned Carroll University, Thursday evening,
can become acquainted with the objectives Nov. 8. Francis E. O'Connell, President
of the Council, was chairman.
and procedures of the FERA.
In a letter sent to participating colAt this meeting the representatives of
leges the project committee has pointed the various units voted to eek the assistout some change that have become effec- ance of several Catholic authorities on
tive since the installation of the program, the subject of Communism in arranging
The ] ohn Carroll Unh·ersity Glee Club
One important feature among these their presentation. It was decided that
will present a concert at the Good Shepchanges is the fact that students outside the initial presentation of the symposium
herd Home Sunday afternoon, Novemthe Yariou;; colleges are eligible in this would be at the first general meeting of
ber 25. This concert is being held at
relief work for projects which are bene- the organization.
the request of the Cleveland Collegiate
It was also suggested tl1at the Council
ficial in increasing the usefldness of the
\\'elfare Council.
college to ti1e community. On projects offer their services to the League of
At this concert the members of ti1e of this sort the college must accept re- Decency, that ti1ey aid the parochial
Club will present many new numbers and sponsibility for Sllpervision.
schools in their fight for state aid, and
a few of their old favorites. Francis
At present the FER.'\ is supplying that the organization should sponsor a
Hurd, Otto Longo, Louis l\1orabito and funds totaling approximately one and a high school Apologetic Contest.
Claire Johnson will be the feature soloThe Cleveland Catholic Collegiate
half million dollars for students employi~ts.
The new quartet will also render
ment each month. The U. S. Commis- Council, better known as the 4 C's, is a
a few selections. The members of tht
sioner of Education and the Director of union of all the college Sodalities in
quartet are Otto Longo, Francis llurd.
the American Council on Educat1on in Greater Cleveland. Its purpose is not to
John Czyzak and Claire Johnson. Francis
this publication stated: ·'This represents dictate to the various school Sodalities,
O'Connell is the accompanist.
a \'UY genuine contribution to the relief 1 but rather a means whereby the various
Last Monday the Glee Club quartet of student needs and cannot but influence units may exchange ideas. It also spansang at a banquet of the local ,officials of significantly higher education in Amer- sors undertakings which are beyond the
the R K. 0. at the Hotel Statler.
ica."
scope of a sil1gle school organization.
Local schools, whose Sodalists are
members of this organization are Notre
Dame College, Ursuline College, John
At the last meeting of the Little TheaCarroll University, St. John's Nw·sing
ter Society, plans were made for pro- Student Backing Asked for Fourth Annual Charily Tilt in Stadinm School, St Ann's Nursing School and
ducing the play, "Your Uncle Dudley," a
St. Alexis Hospital.
for P. D. Christmas Fmul
comedy in three acts. The Little Theater
of the Public Auditorium has beeu deThe air will be filled with music. And the air \\ill be filled with footballs.
cided on as the stage for the society's
first endeavors. The dates io• the pro- This is not a mere phanta m on the part of an idle sports scribe. Verily. it is a
duction will be January 13, 14 and 15. \'Cry brief way of describing the gridiron spectacle that will be unrolled before the
Announcements to corporate colle~es for eyes of many thou~ands of Clevelanders on December 1, wben two local high school
tryouts will be sent out soon.
football teams, the best in the di trict, come together in the fourth annual Plain
The Medical Aptitude Test of the AssoThree one act plays have been selected Dealer Charity Football game at Cle,·eland Stadium.
ciation of American College will be held
for the purpose of entertail1ing Yarious
At present it is not known just w h a t . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - for John Carroll university students at
groups throughout the city. Those chosen
two
teams will compete in this classic but flying pigskins is a ce•taintv no matter 3 P. l\I. in Room 337 on December 7,
were: "The Papers;" "Smart Guys;'' aud
1934.
Students who intend to enter
what teams participate.
it is a safe bet that the one - chosen will
"Is it Vinegar?"
,\ football game that will bring to- medical school in the fall of 1935 should
At a meeting Friday, members of the put on a wonderful display of gridiron gether some of the finest scholastic per- arrange to take this test.
society tried out for the co\·eted parts in talent, and, mo t naturally, they will be formers in the di:-trict coupled with "·ell
Last year the te t was taken by 9,927
the-e plays. Those who will be ca t in undefeated up until the day of the contest. trained school hands going through their students uom 623 colleges and is used
"The Paper·." are: Frank O'Connell,
In order that the air be filled with formations in a true militaristic style by approximately ninety per cent of the
Bud Hurd. Joe ~1ulholland, and Ber- music the committee in charge of this :>hould ensure the presence of all the medical schools in the United States as
nard Ceraldi. Toe Lehane, Frank Jaksic, event is already contacting the band in- spectacular minded including your tmcle a factor in the selection of their students.
Jimmy Cavan~ugh. and Eric Rickerd ~tructors and drum majors of all Cleve- Luke from eastern Ohio.
A fee of one dollar will be charged
will play in
it Vinegar?" Larry land high schools so that they might a11
\\'eather unblessed with all the ad- those takfng the te t to defray the co-t
Kelly, John Toner, Francis Biehl, Vince convene on the 19th of this month to ar- verse elements of early December marked of the committee of the Associati<m of
Forans. Bi!J ~IcGee, and Carl De range for their part of the program. the beginning oi tlie~e Charity games in .'\merican .1edical Schools. The examFranco will be cast in "Smart Guys,''
That the atmosphere will be clouded with
( C(mfil11i<'d' 011 Page 8)
ination will la·t an hour and a half.

LTS Chooses Casts
For One Act Plays

No.4

The Annual Senior Football Dance will
be held Thanksgiving evening in the
Main Ballroom of the Hotel Cleveland,
This is the first official ] ohn Carroll
dance of the present school year.
Accorping to Larry Kipp, chairman, the
music for this annual Carroll affair will
be furnished by the Rhythm Club Orchestra. This band has played at the
Ravine Club, the Canterbury Club and
at many local collegiate functions.
As has been the custom in former
years, gold footballs will be presented by
the Senior Class to the senior members
of the varsity squad. These men will
have played their last game for John Carroll University Thanksgiving morning
against ·western Reserve University.
Seniors who will receive these awards
are Captain Stephen Guley, William
Scope!, Albert Hooks, William Nardi,
Vincent Glorioso, Leo :Masin, Joseph
Cunningham, Thomas Stanton, William
:.\fcGinty, :M:ichael Artale, Amerigo Valerian, Edward Cooney, Russell Alexander, John Shea and Joseph Ziegler, manager of the squad.
Novel Programs
The committee has de.veloped the most
elaborate and at the same time the most
heautiiul program ever to be offered at a
Carroll dance. The cover, of blu~-r~.... - ·
ette. will contain an image of Jack Cicuto,
who, b_ut for his tragic death, would have
been a member of this year's graduating
class. J'his picture is taken from a
sketch made by Don Palmer and shows
Cicuto in a punting pose. Beneath the
picture is Cicuto's football number, 29, engraved in gold.
On the title page is a picture of Steve
Guley, present Blue Streak Captain. The
program proper is divided into four quarters, after the manner of a football game.
There will be fourteen dances, each in
honor of one of the fourteen graduating
members of the football team. The first
dance, ''The Kickoff," features Bill
Scope!; the last features Joe Ziegler,
football manager; the others are included
between Scope! and Ziegler. The gold
footballs wlll be awarded at "The Half,"
the usual intermission time. The final
pages contain the names of the members
of the committee, the hostesses, and the
chaperons,
Reunions
This Thanksgiving Dance will also be
the scene of the official reunions of the
classes of '32, '33 and '34. James
O'~•Ieara, \Villiam McCarty and Joseph
F egen, the president of these three
classes, will be in charge of this reunion.
In keeping with local tradition Stephen
Guley, captain of the team will be honorary chairman for the Senior Football
Dance. Larry Kipp is acting chairman
of the dance. Assisting Larry Kipp are
Robert Hodous, Frederick Garmone,
Daniel Donahue, :Matthew Flynn, Michael
·walsh, Stanley Dzialuk and Samuel
Bauman.

Cathedral Latin
Plans Homecoming
The '31 Club of Cathedral Latin is
in charge for the first "Annual Latin
Homecoming Dance" to be held at the
Cleveland Hotel, Nov. 17, from 10 till 2.
This w111 be first dance ever held for
Latin Alumni since the opening of the
school in 1917.
The attendance will most probably include more men of John Carroll than of
any other University, since Carroll annually draws more Latin graduates than
any other school.
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Frosh Fritters

Who's Who at Carroll?
During the forty nine years of the
school's existence the students of John
Carroll University have witnessed many
brother acts, yet no two brothers have
surpassed in achievements the work o£
Joseph and Robert Fegen. Joe Fegen
did not graduate until last spring and
hence Carroll students did not really begin to realize what an important member
of the student body Robert Fegen is,
until this fal l.
In the spring of 1931 Robert Fegen
was graduated from St. Ignatius High
School. \\'ith the record of bemg a good
orator, a fine journalist, and an excellent
student, Bob sallied forth to the fields of
higher learning \\here he hoped to win
new laurels for the House of Fegen. Immediately upon his enrollment at Carroll he \\as elected an officer of the
Freshman class. Only a few weeks of
his fir t year had gone by when he applied for admission into the Classical
Society, Literary Society, Glee Club,
Social Science Club, Apologians Club,
Sodality of Our Lady and Oratorical
Society, and tned for a place on the
Carroll Nc·ll•s. He was admitted to all
these organizations.
Often times it happens that a student
will attempt a "bigger bite than he
can chew," and hence some of the organizations are bound to suffer. Or, if he
succeeds in being an acttve member in
many organizations, his scholastic standing 1s none the better for it. Yet such
has not been the case with Bob Fegen.
He has been a valuable asset to all
the ·e above mentwned organizations and
at the same time has earned grades which
would make any student's father proud.
It would be impo sible to mention the
many achievements of Bob Fegen, within the small space alloted in the Carroll
'nvs each edition, to an account of the
scholastic career of vanous out ·tandmg
seniors. An account of the many papers
\\hich he has delivered before the Classical Club, of whi.l:h he has served fo r six
semesters as president, would alone constitute a feature arhclc. His work on the
·' r',r ~ ~tio~m, the mf!ny debate tOUMlamems m wh1ch he ha · participated, the
many time~ he has repre ented Carroll in
Inter-Colleg1ate Debates, the many VICtories which he has won for his alma
mater, all would insp1rc the most pro.aic
minded Fresh. For his work in the
Sodahty of Our Lady and in the Kational
Catholic Youth :Movement, he has been
complimented by no less an authority
than the Rev. Daniel A. Lord, S. J .,
't\ational Director of the Sodality. As a
Sophomore and Junior h1s offering was
selected a one of the few sent from
John Carroll University to the National
Collegiate Essay Contest.
This year he is devoting most of his
time to the Oratorical Club's annual intramural debating tournament. A few
\\ eeks ago he \\as elected pres1dent of
this organization. He is an A B. student
and. IS expected to enter ljw school after
he l ' graduated from John Carroll Univer ity.

Scientists Plan Trips
To Three Factories
Mr. Joseph F. Hynes is to lecture on
"Dye,; Their Production and Appltcation,'' at the next mcctmg o{ the cienttfic
Academy, Thursday, ovember 22. Fr.
Pickel, head oi the chemistry department.
ha5 given 1[r. Hynes penmssion to use
his entire set of dye-makmg apparatus
110\ ies of a cientific nature will also be
pre, en ted.
Three trips haye been scheduled for the
next two "eek< ; the merican Steel and
\Yire Co.. the Standard Oil Co., and the
Ward Baking Co. will be visited. Future trips include visits to the State Hospitable for the Insane, the General Electric plant at Xda Park, and out of t0\1 n
trips to the Fires tone Tire and Rubber
Co. and the Good}ear Tire and Rubber
Co.
Those wishing to apply for membership
to thi> group are reque"ted to 11 a it until
the ,tart of the second quarter, at which
time definite requirements w1ll be posted
on the bulletin board of the Academy
L"nh ersity of Detroit will have a polo
team this ) ear. ~[o. t of the ponies thcv
will ride were 0\llled b~· members
the :\rgcntinc team.

of

By Joe Owens
Chuck ·walker fell off his stool in
b10logy lair-not once but t\nce. That
spirit of taking 1t and commg back for
more is what characterizes the class of

'38.

• • * •

\Valdner was · called upon to translate
some Latin. He knew he was unprepared, so rather than waste time he was
hone t enough to admit that he had done
no studying, for, as he says, he was out
of town over the week-end. This is just
a dtsplay of another trait of the class of
'38-honesty.

* • • •

Co-operatiOn-the other day one of the
Osborne, was late for class. Fr. Trame
asked the one present who he was Frank or Tom. Instead of replying be
stalled until his better half arrived.

• • • •

Hudac when asked \\here he got the
beautiful compact, \\h1ch he keeps handy
for personal use, replied, "I got it from
abroad."
Robert N. Fegen

Band Strikes
Threatened with a boycott! on college
"alma mater" and "fight" songs. The
student board of control at tire U. of
California at Los Angeles recently averted a strike with 75 band members by a
compromise.

•

•

•

*

EleYen men braved the frigtdity of the
gym for the first class ( ? ) in physical ed

* kmghts
* * of* the bath-tub
About forty
arc showing up consistently for swtmming
practtce at Clark pool. Most of them
are freshmen.

* * * *

The fastest swumner on the squad is a
freshman . H1s name IS Goellner.
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Dayton Trip Cau1e for Excitement
Many Students Awaken Shelby With Battle Cry
Intended jOlr Flyertown
By Ralphouse Kraft
"Boy what a trip!"
"And what a game !"
"I had an eye for the - city too."
These statements may be heard within a radius of ten yards of any Carroll student who went to Dayton on Carroll Migr;1tion Day. And can you blame them?
After a rush for the train a senes of blunders and premature arrivals, followed
by a labyrinth of 11 rong streets, a little •
group of Carroll rooters came puffing in- Moran (who returned with more money
to the stadium to the accompaniment of than he left with) and Louis Horvat
the opening whistle.
were in the midst of a discussiOn, "How
Let us not dally over the rush for the could Brothers of Mary be so dumb
tram. Father Bracken can prove the as to build their college so far from
fact that one of the earmarks of a Car- Cleveland."
roll student IS to come flying into the
Then, just as the train roared mto
buildtng wtth "seconds to spare."
Dayton, Freshman Tommy Flynn awoke.
As the train steamed into Shelby, Oh1o, Thmking he had just reached school after
several itmerants (whose names th e the ride from his home (E. 176th St.)
writer under threat of slow death must he wanted to know who "swiped" his
refrain from mentioning) leaped from the school books. It took the combined efforts
of several band members to convince him
train with a gush.
that he had traveled to Dayton and not
"Look out, Dayton, here we are!"
Rushing up to the nearest station at- from home to school.
What happened to this particular group
tendant they asked for directions to the
Flyers' football stadium. A few moments on the way to the football field they
later several very blushing Carrollites alone know. But evidence indicates that
appeared m the doorway of the "Carroll they tried to find a "short cut," always a
Spectal" and threatened to choke the first dangerous mtsswn in a strange city.
I congratulate them, however, on reachone that dared sm1le.
As the train sped on its way Jonas P. ing the game at all.

In the Jnanufacture
of Granger Roug1 Cut Pipe
Tobacco the Welln1an Process
is used.
The Wellman Process is dif.
ferent from any other process or
method and we belileve it gives
more enjoyment to p.ipe smokers.
•.. it gives the toba•cco an extra flavor and t~roma
• •• it makes the tobacco act
right in a pipe- burn
slower and smoke cooler
••. it makes the tobt.'lcco milder
••• it leaves a clean dry ash
- no soggy resi(.~ue or heel
in the pipe bowl
LIGGETf & MYERS TOBACCO

Co.
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Collegiana
At the University of Maryland all the
freshmen are required to work on the
student paper one day out of the week.

*

*

*

*

U. of Minn. Aids Voting
The Minneapolis Civic and Commerce
Association is outdoing the Cleveland Bar
Association in employing collegians on
election day. It hired forty boys
from the University of Minnesota, with
husky lungs and flivvers, to go through
the streets as town criers, to remind the
good folk that they're supposed to vote.

*Early
* Start
* *
With football moving to a finale, m~st
Universities are getting the basketball
practice under way. Carnegie Tech has
ove"'ber 1, but
its official start on
the candidates have been working out on
the cinder path to get weary legs in
shape.

*

*

*

*

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

A Flippant Remark
Take notice you penny-matchers! A
mathematics professor at Georgia University says that the pennies are evenly
divided between heads and tails. He
reached this conclusion after flipping 200
pennies 40,000 times.
Have Courage
If you see several low grades staring
you in the face after the quarterly exams,
don't be discouraged. Charles Lindbergh
once flunked out at the University of
Wisconsin and Dr. W. K. Mayo, of the
Mayo clinic, flunked in a subject at the
University of Michigan medical school.
More than five hundred volumes which
originally formed part of Napoleon
Bonaparte's library have been presented
to Princeton U. by Andre de Coppet, a
New York banker.
What a Life!
A Colgate professor of Psychology required his students to sleep in the class
room so that he could determine the most
effective pitch for an alarm clock.
A survey at sixteen colleges which
lasted over a period of thirty-five years
_$~tows that the honor students live longer
than the athletes.

* Watched
*
These *
Men* Were
"Time On My Hands" ~vas the
theme song of the Indiana University
track team when it returned from the
recent Penn Relays with a loot of
twelve wrist watches.

* *

* McKinnon, a well
According *
to Lilias
known British educator, a sure cure for
insomnia is to stop thinking. "With
practice," she states, "one can learn to
stop thinking altogether."
So we've
noticed.

* * * *

Crib Sheet
A silk handkerchief many centuries old,
which was recently presented to a museum proves that cribbing in examinations is nothing new. The handkerchief
bears thousands of microscopic characters, which are the answers to exam
questions given during the Kang Hi
period of Chinese government.

* * *men's underThere are * eighty-one
graduate fraternities and thirty-five women's sororities in United States today.
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Student Interviews Director
Czyzak Discusses Music With Famed Leader of Cleveland
Symphony Orchestra
By John Czyzak
Quite recently I had the great privilege and pleasure of reminiscing on events
of the past and of discussing music with one of the most famous of my fellow-countrymen, Artur Rodzinski, conductor of the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra. Dr.
Rodzinski, incidentally, is not only a highly accomplished musician; he is also a
lawyer, having studied at the Uni\'ersity of Vienna where he received a doctor's
degree in law.
He has a wonderful personality, which
was reflected throughout our chat by his
kindly manner, genial attitude and desire
to be of every service. Our conversation
was carried on entirely in Polish, our
native tongue, and Dr. Rodzinski proved
that his living in America has not at all
affected his mastery of the Polish language.
Dr. Rodzinski did not ju tify the sense
of inferiority experienced at times by
American music lovers. He declared it
to be his sincere conviction that there is
a far greater appreciation of music in
America than there is in Europe. While
concerts are frequented in many parts of
Europe they are often also played to
empty halls. This sad condition, he feels,
may be one of the results of the \Var,
whose ravages have, to a fearful extent,
blighted the culture of the European
countries.
While there may not be Beethovens or
Bachs in the present American music
world, Dr. Rodzinski believes that we
have a number of excellent composers,
who easily rank with the best European
talents. Thus, it is the distinguished
musician's opinion that America is coming to the fore in the world of music,
Dr. Rodzinski
and Europe is seemingly drifting into the
Cortrtesy of Cleveland News
shadowy background of musical oblivion.
The menacing spectre of War and the
dreadful siege of starvation and disease,
Quarterly Reports
which inevitably follows in its wake, have
Due Thanksgiving left in the European mind a sense of fear
and uncertainty, not knowing what the
Members of the Faculty of John Car- eternal tomorrow may bring. Such a
roll have been notified that quarterly re- state of mind does not tend to foster a
ports are due at the Dean's office before love of music, and thus the glory of the
the Thanksgiving Day recess. As a re- Continent that has given us Chopin,
sult of this announcement, examinations Tschaikowski, Brahms and other great
in practically all subjects have been taken composers of the past, is slowly fading.
We in Ameriq should feel ~PPY and
by the students. The matter for these
tests consisted of the first-half semester's fortunate to enjoy the prOducts of the
great musical minds of the past and the
work.
present. Cleveland is particularly favored
and proud to have as the guiding spirit
Alumnus Opens O:ffice
of its symphony a conductor of such fine
Prominent among Carroll alunmi is attainments and such charming personality
Mike Bosch, who has just opened dental as Dr. Rodzinski.
May he carry on our tradition of exoffices at 13357 Lorain Ave. Mike was
captain and star tackle of the -Blue cellence in the symphonic world for many
Streaks in '28. This spring at the St. years to come.
Editor's Note: John Czyzak is a Junior
Louis Dental School he received his D.
D. S. degree. Besides the best wishes at John Carroll University. He was born
of Carrollites he received wishes for suc- in Germany and raised in Paznan, Pocess from the Parmadale orphans, whbse land. After he is graduated from Carsummer athletic program he has super- roll he will study Foreign Service at
Georgetown University.
vised for several years.

ANCIENT HISTORY'

Solitary
In your chair
Wishing friends
Were with you there.
Thinking things
You'd like to say
To someone who
Is miles away.

Jt seems a

shame
To think alone

Wheu thoughts have wings
lly telephone.

ETHIOPIA CONQUERED
CLOSE OF THE NE~T
D'INAST'I AND THE.

T~E

MONARCH, 80C:CHORI5,
WA5, AH, ER. LIQUIDATED.
T5K,T5K .'

CONFECTIONERY
WHERE
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AFTER EVERY CLASS
IT RINGS THE BELL!
TRY a pipeful of mild, mellow, co11lpanionable Prince Albert.
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every hint of "bite." You will soon see why smokers everywhere call this fine tobacco "The National Joy Smoke."
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A Wort:hy Cause
The Community Fund, in anticipation of another year of depres ion and
need, ha again issued its call for financial aid.
•
The high aims and cornmcnclablc work of thi, organization are too well
known to all of us to dwell upon them at any great length. It is sufiicient
to say that this organization is the sole . ource of assiotance to thousands of
destitute, sick, crippled, and homeless persons. As uch, it is deserving of all
the assistance that we can give.
There are still out tanding pledges of Carroll Students to be paid. In addition to thi , the time is at hand to renew our pledge~. At the last Corwocation,
Father Bracken asked each student to contribute one dollar. \\'hen you consider tl1at you have an entire year in which to fulfill the pledge this request
does not seem exorbitant.
Let u prove to ourseh·es, and to the less fortunate members of the community that we have profited by the examples of Christian love and charity
which our Je,uit teachers have given us, by contributing as much as we can
to this Community Fund Drive.

Educat:ion
Of late there has been a widespread opinion outside the collegiate world
that appears to be pointing in a constructive way to the manner in which
pru;cnt day undergraduates are preparing themselve· for the 11lace they will
soon occupy in civic life. The object uf this dire tion of interest doe · not seem
to concern the academic pursuits of the college man but rather his stand on
current issues of political, economical, and religious importance.
Behind all of this interest manifested in the outer world, one thing is
certain. The present generation is giving the collegians a great amount of
credit for being able to think soundly, logically and with an indifference that
probably suggest· certainty on the part of today's ~tudent. Furthermore,
Father Coughlin, the fiery priest of Royal Oak, }.!ichigan, in a recent Radio
add res admoni ·hed the youth of America to take care lest they stumble
into the pitfall of their fathers, and to make sure that this country plunge· not
into the same abyss of chaotic blunders that have enveloped this and other
nations f,pr the past five years. Father Coughlin followed up this admoni hment
by announcing to his audience that the youth of America is thinking and
is making well-founded preparations for its entry into the indiscriminate world
that has so often toyed with the fancies and dreams of super men.
Perhaps the radio priest was too enthusiastic in the encouragement he
heaped upon u . If he were, there is no better time than now to merit this
praise by eliciting some interest in current civic problems with the intention
of adoptiug a stand that will in one way or another brand collegians as
thoruughbrecb once they assume an active part in the world's affairs.

It cannot be disputed that college people, because they are college trained,
are at a disadvantage once they set out in life from one viewpoint at least. And
that is this. :\lo:t people lacking a college education excu e themselves from
becoming better men on account of this lack of training. On the other hand they
louk to the college bred person for the accomplishment of the impossible in
man>· in ·tance..
l ·ow we are not attempting to wipe out this disadvantage but it can be
lessened somewhat by meeting the common challenge directly and with enough
earncstne,· of effort to utilize every po· . ible expediency in our command.

Support: t:he Seminary
Bishop chremb ·, before leaving for Rome several weeks ago, announced
plan: for a campaign to obtain financial aid for the Seminary of Our Ladv of
the Lake. The campaign will continue thruughout the month of 1\o\•ember_- A
·um of appro.·imately $100,000 is needed if the · eminary is to remain open.
The in tructors at the Seminary, realizing that such an institution must
not be allowed to clo,e, have been working without pay for months. HO\\ever,
e\·en thi, sacrifice is not enough. The public has been asked to do their :;hare in
maintaining the Seminary. Carroll men arc expected to do more than the
ordinary layman, not only because it is a Catholic institution, but also, and more
important, because many Carroll men are 5\udying there or ha\·e completed
their studie. there.
Our ~tudents are not to consider their duty in the Seminary campaign
ended when they have sent in their contribution-decidedly not. Ther are al:>O
expected to givt! their sen-ices. Carroll students arc. bv their trainino- bttter
fitted than the ordinary layman to go into the homes of our Catholic;·and to
impress th~.:m with the ,·ita! need facing the ~atholic population of the Cleveland Diocese. They arc capable of per ua:ion and argument for a cau c such
as this. The drive calls fur Catholic leader, hip: future leader must come
from our College:;, and there is nu better time than the pre cnt to join this
select group.
Yoluntecr your service· to your pa ·tor.

nomination as the chool's outstanding football
enthuoia:t . . . . Fred suffers defeat when the
team loses . . . . and basks in the warm glow
of \'ictory when the squad ccme> off the field a
winner . . . . In iact he ha · missed only one
game since he enrolled at Ca r roll in 1931 . . . .
That was because of conditions over which he
had no control . . . . Fred knows every member of the team personally . . . . 'orne he knew
as teammates at Cathedral Latin High, where
he played _ . . . He is the despair of all cheerleaders . . . . because he won't cheer . . . .
even under dures · . . . . He says that it bring.
the team bad luck .... Although he has found
it impossible to play upon the gridiron in college he ha · been outstanding in other sports
. . . . £\ otably baseball and basketball . . . .
Last year saw the climax of his success in
athletics . . . . when he caught the fast ball of
"Snook'' Henry . . . . on the champion Junior
ba eball team ••.. He gave everything he had
so that the Biologists could capture the intramural basketball champion hip of the university
. . . . Fred hopes to be graduated from Carroll
this year .... then he's going to find a job ....
and make him,elf another champion.

*

*

*

*

Edward C. Stanton,

Jr.

One rainy day in :May 1913 . . .. the 25th
if you're a fanatic on exactness . . . . a future
Carroll per onally wa- born .. .. Eddie Stanton
.... r\, expected, Eddie soon grew to be a big
boy .... and entered St. Rose grammar school
. . . . where he was the pride and joy of the
nuns .... and a cohort of Billy :\1cGinty . . . .
who joined with Eddie to form the nucleus of
a grammar school football team . . . . Eddie
said "Goodbye" to the nuns of St. Rose's in
1927 . . .. and entered the cu tody of the J esuit
Fathers at St. I gnatius High . . . . where he
distinguished himself . . . . along with the
e1·stwhile :\Ir. ":\IcGinty . . . . upon the football
field .. , . \Vhen ~ vr years had passed . . . ,
Eddie turned his thoughts to Georgetown University . . . . Here he remained for one year
. . . • before coming to Carroll . . . . His
principle activity here was that of Business
1fanager of the Carroll .\'c·ws. He earned respect and recognition for his business ability
and dependability . . . . both of which virtues
take up so much of his time that he has little
left for his diversions .... which happen to be
driving his car like :\ialcolm Campbell, drinking Cokes and smoking Camels . . . . Eddie
thinks that his bigge t achievement at Carroll
was the part he played on this year's Senior
Varsity Hop Committee . . . . Now he can go
to \Vcstern Reserve Law School with a batting
average of one thou and in achievement.

* * * *
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Edward T. Manning
Edward Thomas, "Wimpy" Manning
first aw the light of day on Augu t 30, 1910
. . . attended St. Thomas Aquinas School . . .
It was probably at St. Thoma· that Eddie
became so proficient in the art of running . . .
claims the old game of "Tag" has what it takes
to make a quick tarter of anypne .. . outshined
all his other classmates at St. Thomas in the art
of sprinting ... especially remarkable were his
dashes home ,to lnnch . . . he hasn't changed
much even today has he ... went to Cathedral
Latin School where hi chief athletic intere t
centered around the track team . . . worked
under "Sunny Boy" Duane, the young Boston
track mentor ... Duane realized Ed's sprinting
ability and schooled him in the 60, 100 and 220
dashes . . . made name for himself in Public
Hall meet and also 'Mansfield Relays . . . letterman for three consecutive yea rs . . . .
Cathedral Latin 'claims him as one of its g raduates of 1931 . . . expects his Ph.B. degree this
June from Carroll . . . Has always acted on
various dance committees . . . his only athletic
endeav.ors were in track ... ran in his Freshman ami ophomore years . . . but decided to
serve on the Intramural Track committee in
his Junior year d ue to several pounds of avoirdupois . . . resulting from an exce-s of hamburgers . . . His hobby i · politics . . . is glad
that the Democrats are back in power ... His
greatest ambition is to enter law school ne:-.:t
September, at \\'c tern Reserve University ..•
An achievement of recent date: "\Vimpy" i· a
proud owner of a '35 senior class ring . . .
a:k him to shO\\ you the ornament and he'll
have yuur car for hours.

ESSAY ON THE HORSE
By Thom1as E . O ' Connell
The Hor ·c is not, as one of Dicken's characters has it, a biped. The Horse
is a quadruped. It has four leg'•· Mr. Millikin has devoted much time and
labor in discovering that the Ho ~e was once only as big as a rabbit and that
it had five toes. What good is a h rse that i only as big as a rabbit? However
Mr. Milliken i a very very smar: man so I suppose that the rabbit-sized horse
must have existed.
Psychologjsts tell us that t 1e Horse cannot think. He works on the
principle of the conditioned reflex. For instance, an impulse runs up the sensory
system when you are tapped on t~e knee, but, the impulse instead of going up
to the brain, i; short-circuited ini~o ganglion of nerve cells and it shoots back
down the motor system and your leg jerks. The conditioned reflex is probably
what makes the Horse find his way hOme when he is lost, and what makes him
car ry children ou t of burning bu il ings.
Somebody, maybe it was }.fa>. 1\fueller, said that language was the Rubicon
no beast could dare to cross. · orses, therefore can't talk. Except maybe
women horse·. As :Man or Beast, I'll bet some women would find a way to talk.
Carrie Nat ion would have made an awful poor horse. I have known some very
excellent horses (both man and beast) and they make very excellent friends
(the beast horses, I mean), es1 ecially because they let you do the talking.
Somebody (was it Cicero?) saicl "Qui tacent clamant." Maybe Cicero knew
some hor es too.
Man is superior to the H rse. "Man's dominion over Nature's social
union" has always been accepted by the very best horses. Some men are
smarter than horses because the can invent stuff. Horses can't invent stuff.
Some horses are marter than m
because they don't try to invent stuff.
Men bet on horses. If the man picks the horse that runs faster than
all the other horses, he wins 1 oney. Maybe horses try to pick the man
that can run faster than all the ·ther men. Maybe they win oats. Horses are
irrational, so I don't uppose tH.at they do that. Horses haven't got brains
enough to pick the fastest man, even if they wanted to. Most men haven'~
got brains enough to pick the fastest hor e, even when they do want to. I'd
say that the Horse has the best e d of that deal. Psychologists, of course, don't
bet on horses. Who want to pu money on a galloping conditioned reflex? I'll
bet :\Ir. :\!illiken never bets on or·es. A smart horse wouldn't bet on Mr.
Milliken either.
:\len like to bet on hor e , b t they make laws that won't let them. Then
they fix it so that a man who wil let them bet i elected law enforcer. So they
can still bet on horses. It's all very/round-about. I'll bet a horse couldn't
figure out a nifty system like tl~a t. But then the Horse is only a reflex. So
he doesn't make laws that prohi' it him from enjoying himself. There's a lot
of swell things like that which tl e Horse i n't capable of doing. Poor Horse!
But we have said that the Horse is run on reflexes and here we find
that we are criticizing him. Mr. Milliken would have enough sense not to
criticize a poor Horse. I'll bet e HAS -een a horse or anyway a picture of
one. But we are getting ourself nto a dilemma. "On the horns of a dilemma,"
as they say. Horns aren't nic to sit on. Horses never sit on horns. Mr.
}.[illiken never ;its on horus.
we won't either..
OMAS E. O'CONNELL
By a Horse
Tom O'Connell is a man. . t least he's getting there. Man is an animal
but a very poor one. He has o ly two legs and his ears are too small. Most
men's ears are too smalL He rrdes around in stuff called automobiles becau e
he hasn't got enough legs to get '!round like the rest of us animals. 1Ian is very
helpless. He can't do anything mtil he's almost ten years old. :Most horses do
pretty swell stuff when they're lwo years old. It' a mystery to me how Man
gets aroundf a t alL He can't smell worth a darn and he's awful puny looking.
He has to have stuff on him tb keep him warm. Hor e can't be bothered
with that sort of thing.
The only thing t11at :\Ian ha s on the horse is hands. Horses get lots of
swell ideas, only they can't get them made. If horses had hands, we'd show
Man what a peachy bunch we really are. Man has to make sound with his
mouth so that other men can understand hirn. Horses don't have to do that.
\Ve just sorta stand around and think our stuff. The only time we make
sound is when we have to t J l 1Ian something. Man's mind is so punk
that he has to hear to understan . :Maybe it's just as well that Man can't read
each other's minds. If ome people could read some men's minds the way I can,
there'd be a lot less men in this town. I know it's a good thing that "!\Ian
can't read the Horse's mind.
"!\Ian don't know much about "•ature, I know a lot about ·ature. Mostly
human nature. If :Man knew ; s much about Horse-nature as I k-now about
human nature he'd be a little s arter. ~fen write books. Most of them are
pretty punk Horses don't have to write books. Horses know enough when
they're a year old to get along.
One thing about hor·es . . . they can run peachy. Men get up stuff like
the Kentucky Derby and they bi>t on us. They're dumb. How can they figure
out who to bet on, when they i:lon't know who is going to win? Us horses
know who's going to win. Sometimes we fix it all up, so that we can show
~Ian that he doe n't know as much as he thinks he does. Sometimes we bet
on our jockeys. I lost a barrel f oat to Man 0' War once . . I bet him that he
couldn't throw his jockey. He did.
The trouble with horses is that they're getting sick of this racket. They're
dying off by the thousands. In fact we're getting rare. I wa terribly put out
once when a little girl said, "1hmrna! Look at the cow I" That shows how
rare horses are getting.
\\'hat horses need is a cougle of miles of ground to run around on. If we
could work back to Centaurs we'd be sitting pretty. Then we'd make men do
the running. :\faybe we'd start up a 1\[an Derby. It'd be a pretty punk race.
Imagine :\fussilini trying to beat the field in the International Futurity! Maybe men'd realize then that they aren't so h ot.
I saw a guy called 11illiken once. He's pretty fine oats among Men. I'd
like to see him run a Derby. Ee's too lean in the withers to get past the first
furlong marker. ?\ow a guy like Heywood Broun has got the build for a horse.
He might get to the second furlong. I know lots of people that'd make swell
horses for trucking.
H owever :\Ian is the weak.~st animal and it isn't fair to pick on him. He
gives us an oat or two everJ( now and then, and even some barley. He
drinks more crops than we eat t.hough. At any rate he' kind of a problem and,
as I'm not uch a smart hor ·e, I might get into a yabluck "On the teeth of a
yabluck" as we say. A yablu ;k's teeth aren't a nice place to sit. Men don't
sit on them.
ESSAY ON
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Mrs. Morgan Is
Alumni Successful in Can1paign
Carroll
Favorite
.
___
Cullltan, Mclnt,·re, Hynes and Ogrill Electeclto Oj]ire

(\Vith apologies to "Winchell, who doesn't deserve them, and to those who miss
the spirit of the thing.)
Deckman - your young brother ... Hynes - "say I want you to do something
for me" ... Scope! - lightning that never strikes ... Artale - the neighborhood
kid you could never tackle ... Frank McGinty- the kid who eould usually tackle
·Mike ... M cGee-your sister's boy friend ... Bill ~IcGinty-ready for anything .. .
Roth - "M other here's that man again." ;------ -- - - - - - - - - - . .. Glorioso, the kid who used to wash bar - the dictionary on a rampage ...
the blackboard after school .. . Frank Arbeznik- sun on a cornfield in August
O'Connell - the kid your mother was ... Guley- main-mast .. . Jack Dempalways comparing you with ... Polk sey - the kid who fought the school
the kid who wouldn't play marbles for bully ... Toner- Ed Wynn on a good
keeps . .. Thompson - the little punk day . .. Golden - the dramatic editor
who always won your marbles ... Chand- as a student . . . E. Coleman - the
ler - the kid who always got in the bail boss's henchman ... :McMahon - an ingame because it was his ball ... J_ Sullicurable slice . . . Carey - the interior
van - your little cousin ... Vogt - a
decorator's little son ... Klima -words
breeze when you're cold . . . Hill a loaded ice truck . . . Czyzak - Decem- spoken low . . . Fallon - Sir, arc you
ber sunshine . . . Graham - beautiful an Irishman? . . . T. Stanton -the Lord
hair being worn here and there . . . High Executioner . . . T. O'Connell Gleason - concentrated intensity . . . J_ Be good, my boy, and 1et who will be
Moran - Ed. \Vynn on an off-day . . . clever . . . Murney - Hollywood yesGneuhs - you, again ? ... Vondra - the man . . . Preibe - a geyser . .. Costello
sport page on Monday morning . .. M. - just try it . . . Fiebig - a large voice
FitzPatrick - "All right then, you do in a small room . . . Slattery - a field
that" . . . Neely - thanks J ohn . . . of dandelions . . . Erhardt - a Ted
McCollough - that awkward moment Healy stooge . . . Alexander - "a Ia
. . . Henry - platform on the public tete, a Ia tete, Monsieur. Tee-hee . . .
square ... Beeching - Webb C. Ball's Valerian- Sarazen ... Roche- a floor... Osborne - Haven't I seen you some- walker ... Nardi - a quiet comfort ...
place? ... Bynane - DON'T sit there Doreen - disembodied feet . . . Fegen
. . . Foose - the whistling boy . . . - iced dessert . . . Webster - head on
the earth, feet in the clouds . .. Flynn Cooney - racing forms ... ).fcCarty thy lip, man, thou'st hurt ... MorabitoMary Lee candy shop ... Harry Ross nightingale's are singing, singing. List I
a waiter at Luccioni's . . . Garcia }.fay's basement on May Day . . . Hri- their song is soft and sweet ....

In a uni,·ersity for men, the women
mean very little. That is a rule wh ich
is recognized by the most competent educa tors. Of course, there are exceptions
to every rule. At Carroll Mrs.
is an exception.
Mrs. Elizabeth Morgan came to J ohn
Carroll U . in 1933 from St. Louis,
11issouri, with the prime motive of proving the old saw, "The way to a man's
heart is through his stomach." She has
succeeded here at Carroll in proving that
adage. Her cooking is as fine as can
be found anywhere in the city. She demarlds the best for "her boys" ahd she
Bart Mcintyre
John J . H ynes
gets it.
\Vhen all the ballots were counted after the Ia t election Carroll men dis·
However, that is no new story as far
as Mrs. Morgan is concerned. Her cham- covered that four members of the local alumni w~rc elected to ,-arioLh offices.
In the race for county pro ·ecutor a Carroll man was certain to he e!e{;ted, for
pions can be found in every state in the
Union. Ask the boys who went to St. both the Republican and Democratic nominees for this po>t were graduates of thi.
Mary's when :Mrs. Morgan operated a University. P erry F rey won the Republican nomination ior pro>ecutor while Frank
hotel there. They will tell you about Cullitan was the choice of the local Democrats. The final tabulation of votes
her, with gleaming eyes.
showed that Cullitan had defeated his - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - Mrs. Morgan likes all boys, and they school day chum and hence was re- e t man ever to be elected to this office.
all like her. One reason for her treHe has been as· i ·tant to the past three
mendous popularity is that she has elected county prosecutor. He is now state attorney-generals. C ndcr Attorneybeing
considered
by
the
membe
rs
oi
his
learned the secret of being a good listener.
General Turner he did much to clea r up
You can tell her your troubles, and she party as their candidate fo r mayor at the the Yote-fraud cases.
next
election.
will have a solution for them. You can
.-\nothcr Carroll man elected to repreIn the race fo r state senate Bart )..fc- sent the people oi Cleveland at Columrelate your experiences, and she will appreciate them as much as you do. And Intyre, a Carroll a lumnus, was elected. bus is ) oseph J. Og rin. Ogrin was a canthat, the experts will tell you, is the He was a candidate on the Democ ratic didate on the Democratic ticket for the
ticket. In the contest for the same office Ohio House of Representatives.
answer to a lot of things.
The only requirement for being a friend Ralph Vince, D irector of Athletics at
of Mrs. Morgan's is that you be "on the John Carroll U niversity, wa defeated.
Fren ch Club Note
level." She has no patience with any- Vince was one of the six Republican canbody who does not do things squarely. didates for this office and ra n very we ll
John Czyzak, president of the French
But you do not have to prove to Mrs. but was unable to escape the Democratic Club, delivered an inlt!resting d iscourse
Morgan that you are "on the level;" landslide in th is tate.
in F rench on the advantages of the N. R.
she trusts you until you show that you
P erhaps the most surprising victory A. This organization decided to buy
N umbers B ewilder th is Writer. T h e Doors, Seats an d Ever ything cannot be trusted. Maybe that's another won by any of the Carroll graduates was several vol ume· of French book ·, wh ich
reason why Mrs. Morgan means much in the election of J ohn J . H ynes as J udge will be used by the students of the French
but Wastebaskets are Numbered
a college for men, where women mean of the Court of A ppeal . H ynes grad u- Department. ).1oney for this purpo ·e wa ·
very lit~le.
' BEHI ND NUMBERED DOORS
ated from Ca rroll in '24 and is the young- raised by the Cl ub at its last dance.
L a w rence J. Klima ( No. 149 )
With the advent of an unusually large enrollment at John Carroll the direct consequences were that roll-calls had to be discontinued. Every student in each class
_I
received a number and was assigned to a "reserved" seat which he was to occupy
day after day during the ensuing semester. The vacancy of his seat marks the student absent from the class, even if he is attending the class in the wrong seat.
After a month of school this writer is
Coach
Andy
Pat
Father
A1
James
Art
known as number 45 in the Psychology and three years while at Carroll. \Vhen
Your
Game
Yar r
McDonnell
Ryan
Grant
Garcia
Benedict
Breen
class, as number 30 in the Middle Ages need demands, additional help is secured
Pick
class, as number 36 in the Early Amerfrom
the
freshman
class.
In
this
inadeican history class, as number 23 in the
Religion class and as number 149 for the quately small room is also situated the
Case
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Reserve
Case
Reserve
chapel and convocation exercises. With warm-dinner department of the cafeteria.
R eserve
the advent of this "Number Age" at Car- Leaving this room we pass through, beroll, the students may sec the following lieve it or not, the only unnumbered doors
Baldwinnotice on the bulletin board in the ncar
Wallace
B. W .
Akron
B.W.
Akron
B.W.
B.W.
B.W.
future. "Number 610 appear in room in the building, and enter that section of
3510 (the glass partition next to room the cafeteria into which hundreds of stuAkron
351) and explain his absence from seat dents crowd to eat their dinners and, of
87 in room 543 in the history course num- course to read the one or two mor~ing
Syracuse
Colgate
Syracuse
ber 116 on Thursday, Nov. 15, 1934 at papers that are brought in by wealthy
Syracuse
Colgate
Colgate
Syracuse
Syracuse
Colgate
8:10 A. M." This number system is students. Of course there is an addition
quite reminiscent of another institution at to this lunch room, but that is reserved
which numbers distinguish the inmates.
Navy
for the high school students and thereP itt
N avy
Pitt
Pitt
Pitt
Pitt
Pitt
The importance of numbers at Carroll fore college students must stay out of
Pittsburgh
is profoundly shown by the placing of room number 45.
new numbers on all the doors in the colOut of the cafeteria proper, and then
Carroll
lege building. If you have never noticed down the crowded corridor where you
Carroll
Carroll
N one
Carroll
Carroll
Carroll
Carroll
these numbers before, you better get can usually meet all the toreadors of CarSt. Viator
acquainted with the contents of these roll. At the far end of the corridor we
numbered rooms by intently reading this spy a small gas light protruding through
Fordham
article, in its entirety. Since every one the dense smoke screen literally flowing
F ordham
Purdue
Purdue
Fordham
Fordham
Purdue
Purdue
i1; supposed to get his start in life by from room 32. This is the official recreaPurdue
climbing up the ladder o£ success, rung tion (social, smoke and ex-card) room.
by rung, this story will have its begin- It is the only place on the campus where
Centenary
nings in the basement of the John Carroll smoking is not prohibited. Leaving this
Cent.
Cent.
Cent.
Cent.
Cent.
Cent.
Cent.
university building. We will go up the room we go down the left side of the
Baylor
building, floor by floor, until we reach basement passageway and come to the
the top of the ladder (stairs) at Carroll. Carroll book store, which is situated beAfter coming into the school from the hind door number 43. 01et Lynn, '36, is
Vanderbilt
Tenn.
Tenn.
Tenn.
T enn.
Tenn.
Tenn.
Tenn.
rear, or yard, entrance we .go down the the manager of the store; he is assisted by
Tenn.
stairs and into the basement. All the Fred Lorek, a freshman. The book store
numbers on the doors in the basement manager also has charge of all Carroll
Dayton
are below the century mark. Down the printing and mimeographing that the
Dayton
Ohio
Ohio
O hio
Ohio
O hio
Ohio
corridor and on the left side of the hall- teachers may want for usage in their variOhio U .
way is door number 48 which is the ous classes. Next room in order is num"front" for the Carroll cafeteria. It is ber 47. Every Carroll student is well acCarnegie
at this door that all the students must quainted with this room, therefore we
T ech
Duquesne D uquesne Duquesne Duquesne Duquesne Duquesne D uquesne
purchase their lunch tickets. When Mr. shall pass over a description of its conD
uquesne
Wo\£c, the robust gentleman who is al- tents.
ways smoking a cigar, is busy, Bob
At this point the editor said that the
More, '36, is the chief ticket purveyor. story was getting a bit dry, so, in order
Leaving this window we see another door, to please him, we went over to the water
number 44. \Ve enter this room and find fonts and imbibed some water. In case
that it is the entrance to the John Carroll some freshman has not been to Yell owKampus Kafeteria. To the right of the stone park as yet, he can see a replica
entrance is the pastry counter and next of Old Faithful by attempting to quench
to that is the candy counter. Behind these his thirst some day and touching the
counters and waiting (maybe) to serve wrong water dispenser in a hurry. We
Cards $1.75
you are Paul Joliet, '36, and John 'Ma- recommend a "Handle with care" sign be
Red Room Hotel Cleveland
r ine" Stropko, '37. Paul is the senior placed on the water fountains in the basemember of the cafeteria crew, having ment or else some of those small high
worked in it for the past seven years, school freshman will be drowned while
four years while attending high school attempting to get a drink of water.

What's Your Lucky Number?

Picking the Winners of Week-End Tussl~

SENIOR FOOTBALL DANCE
Thanksgiving Night
R hythm Club Orchestra
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Sports
•

rn

Shorts
B y J oe W eir
The boys who have been taking th
two baths a week for the last year or so
finally get a break. According to Ray
Mezera, the manager of the ambitious
band of splash artists, swimming has finally been recognized as a minor sport.
Monograms will be awarded to deserving
members of the team and a quite ambitious program has been outlined.

*

*

*

*

N avy C omes Into O wn
Navy came i11to its cnt?l Sat"rday
with that smashi11g victory over
Notre Dame. This ·win ought to
11rakc the l'.fidshipman favo1'ed O'Z!er
their life lm~g euemies at JYest Point.
It will probably be the first lime ill
q1tite a while th~t Navy U'OS evet~
cOI>ceded a chance to beat Army,
much less favored to win.
Fred BoYries, the Navy triple
threat flash, ought to be a sure pop
for the All-A mcrican this )•car. Jo,fr.
Borries is 011e of the classiest backs
CII!'Z•clalui has sec1~ i1; a long time.
The Green l11ave j1ut ·wasn't tougl•
encugh to sta;y Borries and his mates.
You ha~·e to hand it to the Smtih
Bend bO)'S though foy refusing to
git•c up 1111t il the final whistle. Behind 10-0, lhcj• came back i1~ the closing mi1111tes to bag six points a11d
11W}' have g0111! />laces ;j lime allowed.

*

*

*

*

Big G ame Remain s
The big game remain. to be played.
Ca r roll versus \Vestern Reserve. This
~pecial battle ought to be the cream of
the crop as there i certainly no love
lost in a football way between the two
clubs. Reserve has a chance to win the
Big Four title if it pulls this one out of
the heat. Carroll, on the other hand, has
nothing to lo e, and for this rea on there
ought to be a lot of wide open football
on display.
Reserve was surely well pasted around
by Ohio State, who someone call the
world's best football team. It would be
quite nice from our point of view to see
the Carroll boy duplicate that feat, but
what we really want is to be on the
long end of the score no matter what it
may be.

•

*

* *

We ee that Babe Ruth, still the great Bambino to the fan>, ha' been offerw $.15 ,000 to play
with the H o use. of Da\'ld bearded demons of the
diamond. Furth~r-more he d oesn't have to g-row
a beard. I thittk I'd be willing to throw in a
beard ior that k111d of money.

*Bik*e

*

*

G rind
The six day bike grind is 011 i11
full swirtg again down at the Public
Auditorium. Fr0111 the sprcta/or's
poi11t of view thry arc uot especial/)•
SII.Cassful so far , there bci11g 110
broke11 pate$ or backs as 3'<'f. One
amateur trird his best to satiate the
bloody appetite of the customers by
breaking a tor, a" act ·which certain/)'
stamps him an amati!ur. A professiollal ·would stop at nothi11g less tlrau
a lt•g UY a11 arm. All i•·sti11y asid,•, the
bike racrs arc quite a spectacle and
t.•orth tJw price {yot' get 011 the at·croge a thrill a pc111ry)_

•

*

*

*

The Plain Dealer writeups of the Akron and the Dayton games were taken in
toto from the Akron and Dayton paper·
re>pcctively, which is the rea>on wh)
they were -o decidedly anti-Carroll in
tone. Carroll was much better than these
articles would have you behcve.

*

*

•

*

).fany a student, while waiting to read
those notices on the Bulletin Board, get
the 'E. B.' Jeebies.

• • • *

Nebraska apparently couldn't get thru
the Hoe!, at Pitt's left tackle.

*

*

•

--

Carroll

BEAT
ST. VIATOR

•

B. \V. fullback was Gedeon account
of so much running. • nd their opponents
Kent take it, either.

Ne~s Spo~~ts

Frosh Swimmers [
Display Talent

Ailing Center

Koken Quintet
Begins Play
Basketball practice will begin in earnest \ Vednesday, Dec. 5 when Coach Mike
Koken and the football players augment
the untutored group now dribbling about
the gym. According to the coach no
positions are cinched and all have an equal
chance to make the varsity.
The athletic department has arranged
a schedule of seventeen games, including
a home and home series with the other
three Big Four teams. Two br ief road
trips arc to be taken by the squad. Muskingum and Ashland will be met on successive evenings on the first trip; Toledo St. Johns and Toledo U. will form
the opposition on the second tr ip. Hostilities open Dec. 22 when Fenn plays
host to our hopeful quintet. The locals
finish the season with Baldwin-\ Vallace
on the Streaks' home floor, which will
probably be the Carroll Avenue gymnasium.
December 22-·Fenn there.
January 2- Adrian-home.
January 5 - Casc--there.
January 9 Akron there.
January 12- Reserve--home.
January I
Mu,kingum- tbcre.
January 19- Ashland there.
Januar)· 23-\\'oostcr- home.
Febn~>ry 1- Baldwin- Wallace-there.
February 8-- t. Johns- tbero.
February 9- Tolwo l:niversity- there.
February 16--Ashland- home.
Februory 19- Heidelberg home.
February 22- Case--home.
February 23- St. Johns- home.
February 2i - Re~erve- there.
.\larch 9- Baldwin- Wallace-home.

Carroll R eserve Tickets
The A t hletic Department announces that your student passbook, plus a charge of filt y
cents, must be given in ex change for a ticket for the Carr oll-R eserve game to be played
at League Park on Thanksgiving Day. Companion tick ets
are $1. 20. Tickets must be
taken care of at the athletic offic e on November 26 or 27.

BEAT
ST. VIATOR

Yarrmen to Me ::.t Improved
And Husky·St. Viator Eleven
Squad Under Fido Murph;r, ex-All-Amer ican, Consider ed
Inferior to Blue and Gold; Heavy Team With Flash
Robinski Starring and Strengthen ed by Varsity
Freshmen May Surprh1e Favorites

Great Hopes Held for Aquatic
Squad for Coming Years
The members of the John Carroll sw imming team have been practicing every
Friday, since September. About twentyfive aspirants are working out regular ly.
Mr. Vacha, the Coach, has spent a large
part of his time teaching them the "flutter" kick and the "diving" start.
Bccau c of the efforts of Ray :Mezera,
the manager, and Mr_ Vacha, the coach,
the team will be able to practice from
9 :00 to 9 :45 p. m. on Wednesday and
Thursday ; 5 to 6 p. m. on Tuesday and
3 :30 to 5 p. m. on Friday.
About half of the team is composed of
Freshman. Of these Louie Horvath and
Bill Goellner are the best. Ed F r imel,
Joe Owens, Tom Kelly, Johnny Dielle.
and Bill Boehm constitute a group of
Freshman who are improving steadily and
who will undoubtedly make a strong bid
for the team next year. Other Freshmen
wqo are trying to make the team are
Bob Brcndgartner, Ed McCarthy, Del
Art!, Bill Nemechek, Frank Baldo, Jim
English and Bill Schneider.
X ot a Sophomor e has come out for
the team and the only representative of
the exalted Senior s is AI Williams.
The Juniors are represented by thirteen hard working tankateers; Frank
Majkrazak, Bill M iller, Mike Hitchko,
Jerry Turi ns, Pau l Joliet, Stan :Macuzow ki, Joe Urbancic, Ray Mezera, Hervey Boehmer, AI Wancho, Mike Suhadolc, Bill McGee and B ill Lyons.
~vlr . Vacha the coach of the swimming team, says, "The future of the team
will depend enti rely on the turnout of its
candidates." He added, "The F reshmen
have been showing very well in pract ice,
and now, ince additional pra ct ice time
has been secured, there is no r ea on why
J ohn Carr oll cannot have a r eally g reat
swimming tea m."

II

A small band of husk;-g'ri2tmen wi ll travel more than 300 miles
to engage our Blue Streaks next Sunday. This is the St. Viator eleven
from Bourbonnai e, Ill inois.
St. V iator plays in a footba l league whose caliber is considered inferio r to our local colleges. The boys from Illinois, however, play over
their heads in this game and are liable to spring an upset.
The traditional pre-Thanksgiving Carroll Uuio11 smoker l(ri/1 be
held' in the gym Tuesda)• eve11ing,
Novf!mber 27, it was mmounccd bJ•
Union Presid~tllf Bob McCarty .
In the post, the affair has bem wrder the suft:n•isian of the l u11ior
class. H(}(weve-r to date 110 com111ittee has bern named to make the
arra11genumls.

Vince Glorioso

TX
Glor t·oso rDlays
~'
r rT:t.th LnJ·ured Ar n
j

Varsity Center, Injured in Practice, Starts Dayton F r ay.
Removed from Lineup After Wrenching Back. ForcE•d
To Hospital Early Sunday Morning
A true case demonstrating the indomitable Carroll fight ing spnnt
was revealed Monday. A spirit that conquers over pain and inju y,
the spirit that the Blue Streaks always show, was demonstrated by V ince
Glorioso, the Streaks unheeding center last week, \Vho, after practice COI)lplained to Herb Bee of a sore ann. Herb examined it and attributed the
soreness to a bone inj ury. Vince continued to practice bu t the pa in was still
there and the D ayton game loomed up
ahead. He kept quiet in fr ont of T ommy
Yarr-he didn't want to miss play ing that
game for any inj ury. Carroll shoul dn't
lose.
H e played in Dayton, fi ghting and
tackli ng har d. N ot ma ny Flyer s eluded
his g rasp or passed thru center. Not
even on the one foot line d id they budge
him. He held. St ill that pain . . .
On the returning t rain he wa abnor mally quiet, whi le other s were joking
and playing cards. He retired to a seat
in the r ear of the coach and tried to
sleep. He couldn't . . . that arm of his
felt pretty bad. No use telling though,
1t probab ly would subside by tomorrow.
Sunday morning they took him to the
hospital where they put that arm, now
swollen to twice its size, in a water solution for 26 hours to draw the poison
to a head . . _ yesterday the doctors
lanced the aom and Vince had immediate
relief.
Such is the story of a true fighter, who
suffered pain so that he might play in an
important battle - not for himself, but
for a team that needed him.

Sports Scribe Picks
More Grid Winners
Here we have a few sure-fire elections by one of the Carroll ews scribes
on the big games of the week. The
team in la rge le t ters are favored by
the writer.
!. CARROLL
St. Viator
2. BALD--W AL.
Ak ro n
3. Case
RE S ERV E
4. OHIO U .
Dayton
5. Michigan
OHIO STATE
6. Chicago
MINN.
7. ILLINOIS
\ Visconsin
8. PITT.
.:"llavy
9.COLGATE
Sy racuse
10. Purdue
FORDHAM
11. NOTRE D A M E Nor t h western
12. PRINCETON
Yale
13. ALABAMA
Ga. Tech
14. DUKE
l . Car ol ina
IS. Detroi t
MICH. STATE
The Piccards couldn't have learned
much about the Stratosphere-they were
up a tree when they landed their gondola.

*

*

*

*

"Pardon my sudden ascent'' said the
ball, after a quick kick.

Exciting Views
Of Dayton Tri
Odds and E nd s of Dayton trip with
band.
Business of ga thering together in 1e
T erminal concour-e whi le those in cha rge
try to find out what track our tra in \ ri ll
be on .. . . Business of walki ng dOJNn
the step to the track whi le wonder g
if anyone is late . . .. O r iginal Obser ration : trains wait for no man ... . Bu iness of choosing seats, hanging coa,ts,
placing packages, inst ruments, bags, tc.
. . . . Band member s are wea ring the ir
unifor ms . . . . A repitit ion of The
Toledo fiasco of last year is there:by
ave rted . . . . lip McGee has his " I ntroduction to Bible H istory" with h im .•. .
A nickle gets a dolla r that he doe,,n't
look at it . . . . Makes him feel dut iful ,
though .. .. J ohn Neely has to take car e
of the bass d rum . . .. He has an eX! ra
band hat with him j ust in 'case . .. _ H;e's
always misplac ing the hat . . . . "J onah"
11oran, Dwyer , 1Idlahon, et al, a re h~ a
corner car rying on esoteric com merce.
Pat :McDonnell comes th rough handmg
out t rain t ickets to band members . . . .
A man in brown comes th rough, l ooki n~~
now for Father ~i ur phy , now for Pa t
.McDonnell, now fo r H orak, now for he
conductor . . . . This man is a sort of
master of ceremonies . . . . The t rain's
g ua rdian angel .. .. Business of wonder ing why the man in brown doesn't go 'md
take a rest for h imself . ... T he dapJPer
1-fer rill FitzPatrick and James Dunick
sit together reading . . . . Their D:~d
work for the railroad and they get ree
passes on tra ins . _ .. They' re very bo ed,
knowing a ll about trains ... _ To ge a
paper for a drink you put a penny in the
slot, release your cup, reach in a nd get
back your penny . . _ . Riddle: (A
paper cup doesn't cost a penny but JOu
can't get one without a penny) . . . .
Fortunately someone has a penny so
thirst is re lieved . . . . thirst for wa·ter,
that is . .. .
The train stops now and then at little
places . . . . Business of getting off the
train and making fun of the little pi ces
. . . . Business of scampering back <;nto
the train . . . . Some are reading, s< me
talking, some playing cards, some just
riding . . . . Xcely, Sibbing and my elf
get a cup of coffee on the train . . . .
The coffee costs a quarter, so we dr·ink
it to the last drop . . . . It i n't "good
(Cantinued em Page 7, Col. 5)

Fi ve yea rs ago a n under rated St. Viator team held a strong Carroll team to
a scoreless tie. These two schools r esumed athletic rela tions last year after a
fo ur year lapse, and the Blue and Gold
ga ined a 12-0 decision.
This game was played on a field covered with severa l inches of mud and
water. Intricate ball-handling was imposs ible. 1 either team was able to show
its full strength under these adverse conditions. Viat or 's offense seemed unusually weak as they fa il ed to make a first
down whi le Carroll was r olling up nine.
l ow what we want to know is the
qua lity of this yea r's team. You may
judge for yourself by these comparative
scores. Last Sa tu rday Carroll tied Dayton 0-0. DeP aul beat D ayton 12-6_ Valparaiso beat DeP aul 2 1-0, and St. Viator
then defeated Valparaiso 19-0.
N ew L eague Ruling
T he Saints were strengthened considerably by a new leag ue rule which permitted use of fres hmen on the varsity.
O H IO CON FER E NCE

Teams

W . L. T . P ts. O .P. P et.

W ooster _ ...... _...... 6
Obio Northern .. _, 5

Deni on

0

0

139

28
0

0 I
96
............. 5 0 1 125

B oldwin-Wallace_.
T oledo ............ _....
Xavier
... -·-........
~ I u •kingum .. ,_, ..
~[ount Union -·-·
K ent State ...... _..
Ca:;e .. . .. ............
John Carroll ........
H eidelberg ............
Bow li ng Green ·--·
Akron ......... -.. -.....
Mar ietta ... -....... -....
Hiram ..................
Ashland ............. -.
W ittenberg ..........
Capital ..................
0 tterbein ..............
Dayton .. ...............
Findlay ........-··-··Oberlin ................
Kenyon ... __ , ........

4
4
2

0
0
0

0
0
0

4
3
2
2

2
2
2
2

1
0
3
2

1

l

2

2
2
2
1
2
1
I
1
1
0
0
0
0

3
3
3
2

0
2
0
2

3
3
S
5
0
2
3
5

I
0
0
0
1
0
I
1

5 0

1000
1000

76
91
62

25

1000

20

3

1000
1000
1000

67

43
41

b Ut)

0

33
39

83
53
16
41
54
29
59

9I
2I

32
36
45

35
50
16
33
13
19

I29

28
104
81
II

0

0

16

49

22

61
11 8

I9

667

500
500
500
400
400
400
333
285
250
259
167
167
000
000
000
000

They sta rted slow ly, los ing 14 to 0 to the
Ca rbondal e T eachers on Sept. 30. They
beat V alparaise lO to 0; lost to M ilikin
by one touchdown, and also to a strong
Ka lamazoo eleven, 19 to 0, last week.
T hese boys from Illinois are coached
by "Fido" .Murphy, who learned his football from Hunk A nderson. Jules Ca rlson, line coach, plays on Sundays with
the Chicago Bears and has been picked
for three consecutive years on the professional A ll-Ameri can.
T he fi rst str ing line will average 200
lbs. whi le the back fiel d weighs in at 185.
"Flash" Robins ky a t left half is the "Berr ies" of St. Via tor. Carroll, a lthough
erratic i11 form this year, has too much
powe r for S t. Viator and should defeat
them.
L •a aa a aa aaa a a a •aaa a aaaaaaa a aaaaaaaaa a a~

CEdar 040I

C Edar 0402

ZENITH OIL CORP.
- 1053 1 Q uincy Ave.

Ever ything in Line of

P etroleum and
Oil Burners
· ··•···•·······•·········••······•·····
• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••u

Day and Evening • •••

-STUDENTS
WASTE NO TIME-We Have
QUICK SERVICE and
FINE FOODS

W allace Grosse's
DRUG STORE" and

RESTAURANT
2528 LGrain A ven ue
(3 Minutes Walk to Class)

~ ·· · · · ······· · ····· · ········ · · · ·· · ···~
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Trainer Fixes
Players' Aches

Akron, Dayton
Game Netvs
In Brief

Herb Bee Works to Keep Carroll
Football Squad in Condition

\Veil, both the Akron and Dayton
grid battles are just a matter of history in
the Streak's 1934 campaign . . . \Vhile
the Yarrmen never showed the power of
a steam roller in the Akron contest, it
was very evident that they were cracking

Unsung heroes-We present a man who
stays behind the scenes of John Carroll's
football triumphs; a man greatly responsible fo r the condition of the team and
condition, we all know, is an important
factor for a winning football squad.
Herb Bee, trainer fo r the squad, is this
man. Very few have heard of him, except those closely connected with the
athletic teams. As long as a man can
stand on his feet, you can depend on
Herb to put him in condition to play the
game.
In 1931 and 1932 Herb was with the
Cleveland Indian Hockey Team. This
year Bee is trainer fo r the Cleveland
Falcons, International League Hockey
Team.
He is a quiet-mannered and well-liked
individual. Coach Tommy Yarr is very
enthusiastic over his work. "He is always willing to work hard at any time for
the boys," said Tommy.
As a rooter there is no one who can
compare with Herb.
Herb's knowledge of football and hockey comes from experience. He played
rugby in Canada and is known in Canadian hockey circles as a mas~r of the
game.

the whip ... 14 to 6 was the score, you
remember . . . Andy Garcia, ex-Akron
flash gave the home town fans more than
one thrill by his line smashes ... Arbez-

Meade has determined to be a family
man after his ~xperience as a play ground
instructor.

*

*

*

*

Fable : Once upon a time there was a
freshman who carried his own cigarrettes.

nik, tackle, saw the world go wriggley
after one of those line versus line smacks
and Leo had to be almost forcibly led
from the game ... That's fight ... ).lfike
Artale seemed to be just getting his stride
again after that ankle injury ...
You've got to give credit to Scope!,
Nardi, Glorioso, Guley, Benedict and
Frank McGinty for their superb line
performance . . . Before the start of the
contest, the Goodyear blimp, Reliance,
dropped the pigskin to the field on a
parachute . . . Kovel begitming eh what?
. . . I have a suspicion that the public
address system announcer was a very,
very good friend of the Zippers, for it
was-" nice tackle John," "fine play Joe,"
"give Ed a big hand" . . .
As for the Dayton skirmish, it was as
close and tough a game as you would
ever want to see played
For the
second consecutive year now the fued has
been so pronounced that the best either
team could do was to lock in a scoreless tie . . . The Flyers had an edge in
practice though, for they were two weeks

Fencers Meet
French Experts
John Carroll's foilsmen will join forces
with Reserve, Case and Fenn squads in
planning a welcome meet for two widely
k-nown fencing experts from France, according to Professor Sandoz, local collegiate fencing mentor.
Coach Sandoz is endeavoring to haYe
the two professional sword . wielders,
Aldo Nadi and Phillippe Cattiau, make
their personal appearance at Public Music Hall, where there will be ample seating capacity for all those interested in the
· t 0 f th
t
fi ne P0111
s
e spor ·
Last year, when the sport was first
introduced at the college, it very quickly
became popular with the student body in
general. This season promises to show
even greater progress.
m rehearsal for the battle
Eddie
Baloga had a bit of bad luck when he
injured his ankle in the third play . . .
Tuga GJo,•er amply filled his po ition in
the backfield
In the first quarter,
Dayton was blessed ( ?) with five fumbles, and three of these chances might
have been converted into touchdowns . . .
Two place kicks also were wide, which
suggests that the Baujanites had a passion for getting scores in a rush . . .
Garcia unseated the Dayton bass horn
player in his dash to take McDonough
out of bounds. The second time, Andy
flew into the Flyer's bench and someone
poked a finger in his eye . .
Scope!
got off a beautiful place kick which fell
short of clearing the bar by less than a
yard ... Bill says the miss was as good

7
Big Four Standings
Teams
G W
Baldwin-Wallace _ 3 2
Western Reserve __ ! 1
Case ----------2 0
John Carroll _____2 0

L
1
0
1
1

T
0
0
1
1

P
4
2
1
1

Note-Unde r the rules governing award of the Douglas S.
Campbell trophy, two points
are given for a victor y and one
for a tie.

Exciting Vietvs of
Dayton Trip
(Contiuucd /rom Pagt• 6)
to the last drop" . . . . Dayton, at last
.... Business of gathering up belongings
(Curtain drops, indicating lapse
of over five hours) .
Our forces are strengthened by the
addition of the football team and coaches

· · · · Business of wondering if anybody
missed the train .. . . The football band
as a mile, but the kick was great considering the cross winds.
and the team are to eat on the train · · · ·
At the start of the second half, the The football team eats first (the diner
Hilltopers changed their maroon jersies seats only about thirty) · · · · Then some
of the band members cat .... Then the
for black outfits
It looked as if
rest of the band · · · · Those who have
they were going in mourning, and that's to wait eye those who don 't with enY)'
how the Carroll rooters wished to see .... The man in brown is back . ... The
them ... Glorioso was downed the sec- football players feel good after the meal
. . . . They organize a band and give a
ond time in this quarter, but Vince never
recital in Columbus .... Loud and susgives up . . . Fine spirit Glory ... Both tained cheering i not heard from all
Frank McGinty, and Zang, were knocked sides . . . . Band members give a recital
out when the Flyers opened up with a on the train after they've eaten .... The
band members enjoy this . . . . Bu iness
passi11g attack ...
of.- moving into another coach
Dayton's public address announcer unl:l:ational football scores are discussed
consciously ( ?) or not said, ''I'm afraid . . . . Cleveland is reached . . . . "Sec
its not a recovery," when a scramble you 1Ionday'' . . . .
of Dayton's player pounced on Usas's
fumble in the late minutes of the game ...
Both ~1cDonough and Mei ner would be
poison to any opposing team . . Rob
Thompson and Mike Artale flipped ome
Clevelan4 '• Comfortable
nice spiral heaves . . . Talk about that
Wine aa<i Beer Parlor
Blue and Gold line. Standing on their
Finest Imported a.a d Domestic Wines
own one foot marker,· the Streaks thrust
Blatz Light and Dark on Tap
the Flyers for a 15 yard loss just as the
gun cracked the finale of the first half
Dinners Lunches
_ obody
of the scoreless contest
2931 Lorain
wins, nobody loses .. .

BRAUSTUBL

•

•

•

atr enough_
W

E tell you that Chesterfield
Cigarettes are made of mild,
ripe tobaccos. We've told you about
the paper-that it's pure and burns
right, without taste or odor.
We have said that Chesterfields are
made right. The tobaccos are aged,
then blended and cross-blended, and

cut into shreds the right width and
length to smoke right.
These things are done to make
what people want-a cigarette that's
milder, a cigarette that tastes better
- a cigarette that satisfies.

You can prove what we
tell you about Chesterfield.
May we ask you to try them
-that would seem to be fair enough.

~ctlt
@ 1934, ltCGETT &. MYERS TOBACCO

Co.

~~
lh! the cigarette that's MILDER

the cigarette that TASTES BETTER

8

\Vednesday,

THE CARROLL NEWS

Jesuit Brothers Take
Air Trip on Feast Day

P. D. Charity Game
December l

2,000 New Pamphlets
Ready for Students

Tuesday, October 30, 1934, was a banner day in the lh·es of Carroll's three
venerable Jesuits, Brothers \Veber, Gastl
and Ruetter. It seems that October
thirtieth i the feast day of St. Alphonsus Rodriguel:, a model brother of the
Society of ] e us. who served for forty
years in the Societ)'' s college on the island of J\fajorica . In honor of this man,
and because these three brothers have
served such a long time in the order,
they were given a day of recreation Tuesday afternoon. Fr. Rodman, President of
the University drove the three brothers
to Cleveland Airport and while the three
stood talking to .Major General Berry the
manager of the port. suggested that the
men go up in a plane. The jovial major
caught the spirit of the idea and had a
plane warm up to take the men over the
City of Cleveland. While gazing from
the dizzy heights over the 'Term,nal
Tower, Bro. \Veber remarked that it was
the mo t thrilling occasion of hi life.
Little did he realize that, at the moment
he spoke those words, the plane was over
two thousand feet high and traveling more
than one-hundred mile· an hour.

( Contillut>d from Page 1)

A pamphlet file containing 2000 booklets on various subjects of interest to
students of economics, sociology and history will be available to all university
students according to the announcement
of Frank Suhadolnik, assistant librarian.
One thousand pamphlets already filed
and completely indexed are now ready
for student use. A complete file will be
ready in two weeks.
Cards for this type of literature will not
be found in the regular card catalogue
but wi11 be obtained from the catalogue
card file case.
Articles of special interest to the
cccmomic student are: arguments pro
and con on the gold standard, and the
outstanding theories concerning t h e
national and world depression; inflation
of moneys and credit and the immediate
and ultimate results. Noteworthy among
this collection are the several biographies
on prominent living men and women of
national reputation. Some of the bio·
graphics are extremely difficult to obtain
even at the larger municipal libraries.

1931 when Cathedral Latin defeated Central for the City Champion hip. Unfavorable weather conditions amidst the most
trying grips of the depression held the
crowd down that year and last year.
Two years ago over 25.000 football enthusia ts viewed the Latin-Collinwood
fray and this year with old John Fan
holding on to a few more dollars the
committee in charge of the program expects even a larger crowd.
·
The proceeds of this game will go to
the Plain Dealer Give-A-Christmas Fw1d.
Boxing events for Charity have always
met with passive success in this City and
o there is every reason to believe that
such an attraction as a Championship
football game plus a thousand musicians,
at their best, manuvcring about the spaciou · Stadium gridiron will draw freely
from Cleveland's populace.
As a proponent of this undertaking the
Carroll II' ews urges that all Carroll student possible turn out and follow the
crowd to the Stadium on the aftcro~100n
of December 1.

~ Tovember

,....•••••..•..•.•..............•••.••...•.•...............••.••.••...........

Sandwiches .. • Lunches
Refreshments • · • Candy
~·····························~···············································~

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Courses in Accounting and Statistics, Banking and Finance, Business Law, Business Letters and Reports, Insurance, Management,
and Marketing and in the related arts and sciences.

Day Classes for Men
Evening Classes for Men and Women
Tuition for tbe Evening Cour es, 7.50
a Semester Hour
Programs to Suit the Needs of Individual Students.
Preparation for the C. P. A. Examinations.
Curriculum Leading to the B. S. DegTee in Business Administration.
Advanced Courses for Graduate Students.

For 'Further Information Consult

Professor F. W. Graff or Professor J. H. March

JOHN CARROLL UNIVERSITY
Member of the North Central Association.

West 30th at Lorain

l\1Elro e 6750

EDWARD KENT, '36-GEOLOGY STUDENT.

Edward Kent knows the value of a full reserve of natural, vibrant energy. And that's
one of the reasons why he sticks to Camels.
In his own words: "It takes a lot of hard
work to acquire any thorough knowledge of
geology-and a lot of energy. It's tiring at
times, but like most of the fellows around
here, I have found that smoking a Camel
cheers me up ... chases away all fatigue . . .
gives me that 'Jilt' in mental alertness and
physical well-being which I need to be able
to go on working with renewed energy."

JOIN THE NEW

CAMEL CARAVAN
with ANNETTE HANSHAW
WALTER O'KEEFE
TED HUSING
GLEN GRAY'S CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA

l

P.M. E.S.T.
9:00P.M. C.S.T.
8:00P.M.M.S.T.
7:00P.M. P.S.T.

lO:OO

ES

DAY

THURSDAY

.

~·

Patronize the Cam pus
Cafeteria

MISS EVELYN WAnS,
popular New York debutante: "The last Camel I
smoke at night tastes just
as good as the first in the
morning. Camels are very
mild, too. Even when I
smoke a lot, they never
upset my nerves."

TU

14, 1934

l9:00 P.M. E.S.T.
8:00P.M. c.s:r.
9:30P.M.M.S.T.
8:30P.M. P.S.T •

OVER COAST·TO.CO.AST W .ABC.COLUMBI.A NETWORK

SURVEYOR. "When I'm
working hard, I find that
a great way to keep up my
energy is to smoke a Camel
every now and again," says
Prescott Halsey. "Camels
seem to bring back my nat·
ural energy and chase away
all feeling of tiredness."

